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Inspired by the classic touch-and-feel book pat the bunny, Sleepy Bunny is a deluxe cloth book that

is perfect for bedtime. Children can move the plush bunny from page to page as they hear all about

how Bunny gets ready for bed, and then help tuck him in. Soft enough for snuggling up to after

reading, this plush edition is a perfect pairing with the classic "must-have" baby gift. Packaged in a

sturdy gift box all ready for gift wrap!
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Age Range: Baby - 3 years
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"Sleepy Bunny is a cloth book that is just perfect for bedtime. Children can move the plush Bunny

from page to page and read all about how the Bunny gets ready--or they can use this soft and fluffy

book as a pillow after putting the Bunny to bed.

Lacks pockets where you can place bunny and not as fun as Goodnight Teddy. Good and

recommend, but not great!

Goodnight Teddy is our all time favorite, but this did not come anywhere NEAR as fun. The story is

very blah, no rhythm or rhyming... not fun. The bunny doesn't even look much like a bunny... blah.



Pictures are boring (and I hate using that word). Can't say I would recommend this book. We were

so excited to finally order it, but we're severely disappointed in the story. Maybe when he gets a bit

older (13 months now) he will appreciate the simplicity of it more.

This product is cute and soft but I wish there was a pocket on each set of pages to make it more

interactive.

A great addition to the Pat the Bunny story. I love that it is totally soft and easy for teeny hands.

I adored these books as children. They are so perfect in the cloth version. Love them!!!

This cloth book is a big hit with our babies. Good quality cloth that has lasted several years of active

kid use. It's a nice item to leave in the play area.

I purchased this as a gift for the infants that I Nanny. The texture promotes motor skills and the

bunny give children something to hold. Few words,, but who needs wordy stories for little ones?

Attention span appropriate.

This is the only book my daughter will sit still for! Hoping that changes, but at least I found one book!

She loves to pet the pages and kiss the bunny. This book is part of our bedtime routine.
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